r The response to neuroplasticity interventions using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is reduced in older adults, which may be due, in part, to age-related alterations in interneuronal (I-wave) circuitry.
Introduction
One of the most ubiquitous deficits associated with the ageing process is a degradation of motor function. Although the multitude of factors contributing to these deficits remain poorly understood, age-related alterations in the ability of the brain to modify its intrinsic connectivity is likely to be an important factor. Referred to as neuroplasticity, this process is mediated in part by long-term potentiation (LTP) or depression (LTD) of synaptic communication (Sanes & Donoghue, 2000) . These processes can be studied in humans using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), a non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) technique able to induce and measure LTP-and LTD-like changes in cortical excitability . Using this technique, a number of studies have reported that TMS-induced neuroplastic capacity is reduced in the elderly (Müller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008; Fathi et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2010; Freitas et al. 2011) . This reduced plasticity response may limit the clinical utility of 'priming' TMS protocols in older adults (Opie et al. 2017a (Opie et al. , 2017b . Despite the critical role of neuroplasticity in motor function, the mechanisms associated with deficits evident in the elderly are currently unclear.
Differences in the TMS-induced plasticity response may be due to a number of factors, including gender, level of aerobic fitness, time of day, level of attention, synaptic history and genetics (Ridding & Ziemann, 2010) . However, recent studies with TMS have shown that the ability to induce LTP-or LTD-like plasticity is associated with characteristics of the descending volley (waves) generated within the corticospinal tract (Cash et al. 2009 (Cash et al. , 2013 Thickbroom 2011; Hamada et al. 2013) . This multiphasic potential is composed of direct (D) waves, representing direct activation of the corticospinal neuron at or near the initial segment, and subsequent indirect (I) waves (I1-I3 occurring at ß1.5 ms intervals) representing trans-synaptic activation of corticospinal neurons by intracortical circuits (Di Lazzaro et al. 2012) . Previous work investigating cervical epidural recordings of the TMS-evoked descending volley has shown that several plasticity-inducing protocols specifically modulate the activity of the interneuronal circuits responsible for generating the late I-waves (Di Lazzaro et al. 2008a Lazzaro et al. , 2008b Lazzaro et al. , 2009a Lazzaro et al. , 2009b . Furthermore, emerging evidence has shown that the ability of TMS to activate the late I-waves strongly predicts the magnitude of plasticity in individual subjects (Hamada et al. 2013; Murase et al. 2015) . Subsequently, physiological differences within the late I-wave circuits are likely to contribute to variations in the TMS-induced plasticity response. The possibility therefore exists that an age-related change in TMS-induced I-wave circuitry may contribute to the reduced plasticity response commonly observed with NIBS interventions in older adults.
The aim of the current study was twofold: (1) to investigate age-related differences in the excitability or recruitment of the interneuronal circuits responsible for I-wave generation and (2) to explore the influence of altered I-wave characteristics on neuroplasticity induction. I-wave excitability was assessed using paired-pulse TMS to examine short-interval intracortical facilitation (SICF) in young and old adults. This protocol produces peaks of MEP facilitation when TMS pulses are paired at interstimulus intervals (ISIs) that coincide with I-wave periodicity observed within epidural recordings (Tokimura et al. 1996; Ziemann et al. 1998a ). I-wave recruitment was assessed by altering the direction of the cortical current applied to primary motor cortex (M1) to preferentially activate different features of the descending volley (Werhahn et al. 1994; Di Lazzaro et al. 2001 ). Neuroplasticity induction was tested using I-wave periodicity TMS (iTMS), which applies pairs of stimuli at intervals approximating the I-wave frequency (Thickbroom et al. 2006; Cash et al. 2009 ). Given that there are age-related differences in TMS measures of intracortical excitability and plasticity that target late I-waves (Müller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008; Fathi et al. 2010; Heise et al. 2013) , we expected that late I-wave excitability and recruitment would be modified in older adults, and that these changes would influence the response to iTMS.
Methods

Ethical approval
All experimentation was approved by the University of Adelaide Human Research Ethics Committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, except for registration in a database. Each subject provided written, informed consent prior to participation.
Subjects
All subjects were recruited from the university and wider community. Exclusion criteria included a history of neurological or psychiatric disease, or current use of psychoactive medication (sedatives, antipsychotics, antidepressants etc.), but nicotine use was not assessed. Hand preference and laterality were assessed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) .
Twenty young (mean age ± standard deviation: 23.7 ± 3.4 years) and 19 older adults (70.6 ± 6.0 years) were recruited for this project, which consisted of two experimental studies. Experiment 1, which involved 15 young (22.5 ± 2.9 years, 8 females) and 18 older (70.1 ± 6.0 years, 12 females) adults, consisted of a single session that assessed I-wave recruitment and excitability. For Experiment 2, two different iTMS intervals, based on the responses obtained in Experiment 1, were examined in two separate sessions. Seven young (25.7 ± 3.4 years, 3 females) and seven older (69.9 ± 5.1 years, 4 females) adults participated in Experiment 2, eight (2 young, 6 older) of whom also participated in Experiment 1.
Experimental arrangement
For the duration of all experiments, subjects were seated in a comfortable chair with their right arm and hand relaxed on a support placed next to them. Surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle of the right hand using two Ag-AgCl electrodes in a belly-tendon montage. A strap around the wrist grounded the electrodes. EMG signals were amplified (300×) and band-pass filtered (20 Hz high pass, 1 kHz low pass) using a CED1902 signal conditioner (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK), and digitised at 2 kHz using a CED1401 interface (Cambridge Electronic Design). To facilitate muscle relaxation when required, real-time EMG signals were displayed under high gain (50 μV per division) on an oscilloscope placed in front of the subject.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
TMS was applied to the hand area of the left M1 using a figure-of-eight coil with two monophasic Magstim 200 2 magnetic stimulators connected via a Bistim unit (Magstim, Dyfed, UK). The coil was positioned tangentially to the scalp over the location producing an optimum response in the FDI muscle of the right hand. This location was identified during relaxation of FDI, using a posterior-to-anterior (PA) current flow generated by pointing the coil handle backwards and laterally (approximately 45°to the sagittal plane). This optimal spot was marked on the scalp for reference and continually checked throughout the experiment.
Experiment 1: age-related changes in I-wave recruitment and excitability
Two established approaches were used to examine age-related differences in I-wave characteristics. Assessment of I-wave recruitment was performed by analysing MEP latencies with different coil orientations (Hamada et al. 2013) . For assessment of I-wave excitability, paired-pulse TMS was used to examine SICF (Ziemann et al. 1998a) . Both of these measures were performed in a single experimental session.
I-wave recruitment. I-wave recruitment was investigated by altering current flow through the motor cortex to produce descending volleys with preferential recruitment of D-waves, and early or late I-waves (Day et al. 1989; Werhahn et al. 1994; Hamada et al. 2013) . Specifically, PA current preferentially elicits early I-waves, whereas anterior-to-posterior (AP) current (coil handle 180°to PA) preferentially elicits late I-waves and lateral-to-medial current (LM, coil handle 90°to the sagittal plane) preferentially elicits D-waves. Each coil orientation was tested in a single block of trials.
As measures of I-wave recruitment require an active muscle (see below), it was necessary to first assess maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) during index finger abduction. This allowed force levels to be normalised between individuals. During MVC assessment, the subject's right hand was positioned with the palm facing downwards. When instructed, subjects abducted the lateral surface of the index finger against a force transducer (MLP-25, Transducer Techniques, USA) placed in-line with the distal interphalangeal joint. Subjects were required to produce maximum force for 3 s in several repetitions, separated by 30 s rest, until the maximal force of three trials were within a 10% margin. The largest force recorded during these trials was chosen as the subject's MVC. To optimise force production, feedback was displayed on a computer monitor placed at eye level in front of the subject, and verbal encouragement was provided by the experimenter.
Active motor threshold (AMT) was defined as the minimum stimulus intensity producing an MEP response ࣙ 200 μV in at least 3 out of 5 trials while the right FDI was abducted at 10% of maximum. This was assessed separately for PA (AMT PA ), AP (AMT AP ) and LM (AMT LM ) coil orientations. To investigate the recruitment of early (PA stimulation) and late (AP stimulation) I-waves, MEPs were recorded using stimulation intensities of 110% of AMT PA and AMT AP , respectively. For LM stimulation, a higher intensity of 150% AMT LM was used to preferentially induce D-wave recruitment. If 150% AMT LM exceeded the maximum capacity of TMS, 100% of maximum stimulator output (MSO) was used. Within each coil orientation, 15 MEPs were recorded while the FDI J Physiol 596.13 muscle was abducted at 10% MVC. The difference in onset latencies between PA and LM (PA-LM), and between AP and LM (AP-LM) stimulation were calculated as measures of early and late I-wave recruitment efficiency (Hamada et al. 2013 ).
Short-interval intracortical facilitation (SICF). SICF was investigated in the resting FDI muscle using an established paired-pulse TMS protocol, which produces peaks in the surface EMG recording that are compatible with I-wave latencies recorded from the epidural space (Ziemann et al. 1998a) . A subthreshold conditioning stimulus was applied at short ISIs (0.9-5.5 ms in 0.2 ms steps, totalling 24 intervals) following a suprathreshold test stimulus. The intensity of the test stimulus was set to elicit a peak-to-peak MEP amplitude of approximately 1 mV when given alone (MEP 1mV ), whereas the conditioning stimulus intensity was set at 90% of resting motor threshold (RMT). RMT was defined as the minimum stimulus intensity producing an MEP response ࣙ50 μV in at least 3 out of 5 trials while the right FDI was completely relaxed. To identify MEP 1mV , the stimulus intensity was set 5% MSO above RMT and then adjusted in 1% MSO steps until the MEP response was approximately 1 mV in amplitude. A block of 15 trials was then recorded at this intensity, and the average calculated. If the average amplitude deviated from 1 mV by more than ±0.3 mV, this process was repeated. For the SICF protocol, 12 trials were recorded for each condition (300 stimuli in total). In order to maintain subject attention during SICF assessment, this protocol was applied as 6 blocks of 50 stimuli, with 2 repeats of each condition applied in a pseudorandomised order within each block.
Experiment 2: age-related differences in I-wave periodicity TMS (iTMS)
This experiment investigated whether age-related differences in late I-waves influence plasticity induction with iTMS. The advantage of this technique over other non-invasive brain stimulation protocols is that it directly targets the interneuron networks by increasing the efficacy of trans-synaptic events that lead to the generation of I-waves (Thickbroom et al. 2006 ).
I-wave periodicity TMS (iTMS).
For both sessions, iTMS consisted of 180 paired stimuli that were applied every 5 s for a total intervention time of 15 min (Cash et al. 2009 ). This protocol has been shown to produce a robust potentiation of MEP amplitude that is thought to represent an LTP-like change in corticospinal excitability (Thickbroom et al. 2006) . The intensity of the first stimulus was set to produce MEP 1mV , whereas the intensity of the second stimulus was set at 90% RMT. ISIs corresponding to the average latency of the third SICF peak in young (Young Peak, 4.1 ms) and older (Old Peak, 4.9 ms) adults (identified in Experiment 1) were applied in separate sessions, with the order of sessions randomised between subjects. All sessions within a subject were conducted at least 1 week apart and at the same time of day. Furthermore, to avoid the confounding influence of diurnal variations in cortisol on neuroplasticity induction (Sale et al. 2007; Sale et al. 2008) , all iTMS interventions were conducted after 11.00 h. Changes in corticospinal excitability were assessed by recording MEP 1mV prior to iTMS, and then every 10 min for 30 min following iTMS, with 20 trials recorded at each time point.
Data analysis
Analysis of EMG data was completed manually via visual inspection of offline recordings. For measures in resting muscle, traces showing muscle activity ࣙ20 μV peak-to-peak amplitude in the 100 ms prior to TMS application were excluded from the analysis. MEP amplitudes were measured peak-to-peak and expressed in millivolts (mV).
The MEP onset latency for different coil orientations was assessed via a semi-automated process using a custom-written script within the Signal program (v 4.11, Cambridge Electronic Design). For each trial, onset was defined as the point at which the rectified EMG signal following the TMS artefact exceeded the mean pre-stimulus rectified EMG amplitude (calculated over the 100 ms prior to TMS application) plus 2 standard deviations. MEP onset latencies were averaged over individual trials within each subject and coil orientation.
For SICF measures within each subject, individual conditioned MEP trials within each ISI were expressed as a percentage of the mean test alone MEP amplitude. To objectively identify and quantify SICF peaks in individual subjects, we used a 3 Gaussian model utilised by previous SICF studies (Delvendahl et al. 2014; . This procedure provided greater sensitivity to estimate latency (onset and peak) and duration of each SICF peak. Data derived from individual subject SICF curves were fitted with a model consisting of the sum of 3 Gaussian curves (Thickbroom, 2011; Delvendahl et al. 2014) , accounting for changes in the baseline level of facilitation. For each peak i with a given latency t i , amplitude A i , width (Gaussian sigma) σ i and overall baseline y 0 and small-ISI baseline y 0,L , all peaks were modelled as:
where y is the peak amplitude and t is the ISI. To achieve this, a 1000-iteration bootstrapping procedure using the MATLAB bootci function was utilised. On each iteration, a dataset was created by sampling individual normalised MEPs (see above) with replacement. A curve fit was then performed using a trust region reflective least-squares fit algorithm (Coleman & Li, 1996) . Parameter estimates for each subject were chosen as the mean of the 1000 fits, and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed across this sample. Peaks where amplitudes had CIs not inclusive of 0 were deemed significant. The frequency of each peak was also calculated based on the peak latency identified by the model. Changes in corticospinal excitability following iTMS were quantified by expressing individual MEP amplitudes recorded at each post intervention time point as a percentage of the mean MEP amplitude recorded at baseline.
Statistical analysis
Student's unpaired t tests were used to compare age, handedness, RMT and the intensity required to produce MEP 1mV between age groups (young, older). Two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA RM ) was used to compare AMT, MEP onset latency and MEP amplitude between coil orientations (PA, AP and LM) and age groups. Two-way ANOVA RM was also used to compare MEP latency difference between conditions (PA-LM, AP-LM) and age groups. In addition, two-way ANOVA RM was used to investigate the effect of peak (first, second and third) and age group on characteristics of the SICF peaks derived from the 3 Gaussian model (i.e., duration, onset, latency and frequency). Sphericity was assessed using Mauchly's test, with the degrees of freedom adjusted using the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment when necessary. All main effects and interactions were investigated using Bonferroni post hoc tests. Linear mixed model analysis was used to compare the amplitude of the test alone MEP between groups, whereas linear mixed model analysis with repeated measures was used to investigate the fixed effects of ISI (0.9-5.5 ms) and age group on SICF measures for all subjects tested. Linear mixed model analysis with repeated measures was also used to investigate the fixed effects of age group, time (10, 20 and 30 min) and ISI (Young Peak, Old Peak) on the response to iTMS. Changes in MEP amplitude following iTMS were also compared to baseline (i.e. 100%) using one-sample t tests. For all linear mixed models, subject was included as a random effect, and significant main effects and interactions were further investigated with Bonferroni corrected custom contrasts. Unless otherwise stated, data are presented as means ± SEM and significance was set at P < 0.05.
Results
Subject characteristics are shown in Table 1 . As expected, age was significantly greater in older subjects compared with young (P = 0.001). However, there was no significant difference between groups for handedness scores (P > 0.9), RMT (P = 0.8) or MEP 1mV (P > 0.9). AMT was not different between age groups (F 1,29 = 0.6, P = 0.4), but varied between coil orientations (F 2,58 = 59.2, P < 0.0001) and there was an interaction between factors (F 2,58 = 4.9, P = 0.01). For both young and older adults, AMT PA was significantly reduced relative to both AMT AP (P < 0.001) and AMT LM (P < 0.001). In addition, AMT AP was also reduced relative to AMT LM in older (P < 0.001), but not young (P = 0.3) adults. Comparisons between age groups showed that AMT LM was significantly higher in older adults (P = 0.04).
Experiment 1: I wave recruitment and facilitation MEP onset latencies. Due to subject discomfort during high intensity (i.e. 100% MSO) stimulation, it was not possible to record MEPs using the LM coil orientation in three older adults. Subsequently, analysis of MEP onset latencies was performed using a reduced cohort of 15 older subjects, whereas all 15 young subjects were included. The amplitude of the MEP produced by each coil orientation is shown in Table 2 . MEPs varied between coil orientations (F 1.06,29.4 = 49.2, P < 0.0001) and age groups (F 1,28 = 6.4, P = 0.02) and there was an interaction between factors (F 1.06,29.4 = 14.3, P = 0.001). Post hoc comparisons between groups showed no difference in amplitude for PA (P = 0.7) and AP (P = 0.5) stimulation, whereas MEPs following J Physiol 596.13 LM stimulation were significantly reduced in older subjects (P = 0.002). The MEP onset latency produced by each coil orientation in young and older adults is shown in Fig. 1A . Latencies varied between coil orientations (F 1.6,45.7 = 123.7, P < 0.0001) and age groups (F 1,28 = 5.5, P = 0.03), but there was no interaction between factors (F 1.6,45.7 = 0.5, P = 0.6). Post hoc comparisons showed that MEP onset following LM stimulation was reduced relative to both PA and AP stimulation in all subjects, whereas MEP onset during PA stimulation was also reduced relative to AP stimulation in all subjects (all P values < 0.0001). In addition, MEP onset latency was delayed by approximately 1.6 ms in older adults (P = 0.03). MEP latency differences for PA-LM and AP-LM (i.e. efficacy of I-wave recruitment) are shown for individual subjects in Fig. 1B and group data are shown in Fig. 1C . As expected, all subjects demonstrated a longer AP-LM latency compared with a PA-LM latency. For group data, there was a significant effect of coil orientation (F 1,28 = 81.2, P < 0.0001), with the AP-LM difference being significantly greater than PA-LM difference. However, this did not vary between age groups (F 1,28 = 0.09, P = 0.8) and there was no interaction between factors (F 1,28 = 1.1, P = 0.3).
SICF. Representative SICF data are shown for a single young (18 years) and older (76 years) subject in Fig. 2A . These subjects demonstrated comparable RMT (young, 39% MSO; older, 42% MSO) and MEP 1mV (young, 1.5 mV; older, 1.2 mV) values. The traces shown were generated at the latencies associated with maximum facilitation in each subject; this was comparable between subjects for peak 1 (ß1.3 ms) and 2 (ß2.9 ms), whereas peak 3 was delayed in the older subject (young, ß4.3 ms; older, ß5.3 ms). In the young subject, facilitation of the first, second and third MEP peak was, respectively, 254%, 218% and 190% of the test alone MEP, whereas in the older subject MEP peaks were, respectively, 171%, 141% and 166% of the test alone MEP. The response of all tested subjects to the SICF protocol is compared between young and older subjects for each ISI (0.9-5.5 ms in 0.2 ms steps) in Fig. 2B . While these data were not different between age groups (F 1,31 = 3.4, P = 0.08), the response varied between ISIs (F 23,4910 = 19.2, P < 0.0001) and there was an interaction between factors (F 23,4910 = 2.8, P < 0.0001). Post hoc comparisons between groups showed that young subjects had significantly greater MEP facilitation at ISIs of 0.9, 1.3-1.9, 2.3-2.7 and 3.9-4.3 ms (all P values < 0.05; Fig. 2B ). Large differences between groups were also apparent for 1.1 and 2.1 ms ISIs, although these values failed to reach a conventional level of significance (both P values < 0.1).
As a result of the curve fitting, 13/15 young and 11/18 older adults demonstrated three MEP peaks and were included in the group analysis of modelled data. An example of the curves fitted to the data of the representative subjects from Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3A and B. Temporal characteristics of the three SICF peaks, quantified using the fitted curves (see Methods), are compared between age groups in Fig. 3C -F. For all included subjects, peak duration was not different between peaks (F 1.4,30.6 = 2.0, P = 0.2) or groups (F 1,22 = 0.2, P = 0.6) and there was no interaction between factors (F 1.4,30.6 = 2.2, P = 0.1; Fig. 3C ). Peak onset was greater for later peaks (F 1.5,33.8 = 1412.8, P < 0.0001), was delayed in older subjects (F 1,22 = 26.9, P < 0.0001) and there was an interaction between factors (F 1.5,33.8 = 8.1, P < 0.0001; Fig. 3D ). Post hoc comparisons between groups showed no differences in the onset of peak 1 (P = 0.3), whereas older subjects showed a significantly delayed onset for peaks 2 (P = 0.04) and 3 (P < 0.0001). Peak latency was also increased for later peaks (F 2,44 = 1239.8, P < 0.0001), was delayed in older subjects (F 1,22 = 14.2, P = 0.001) and there was an interaction between factors (F 2,44 = 11.1, P = 0.0001; Fig. 3E ). Post hoc comparisons between groups showed no difference in latency for peaks 1 (P > 0.9) and 2 (P = 0.2), whereas peak 3 was significantly delayed in older subjects (P = 0.0002). Peak frequency was reduced for later peaks (F 2,44 = 12.7, P < 0.0001) and was decreased in older subjects (F 1,22 = 13.6, P = 0.001), but there was no interaction between factors (F 2,44 = 1.6, P = 0.2; Fig. 3F ).
Experiment 2: I-wave periodicity TMS
Averaged SICF data from Experiment 1 showed that peak 3 latency in young subjects occurred at 4.1 ms, whereas it occurred at 4.9 ms in older adults (Fig. 2B) . Both of these intervals were subsequently used in the iTMS protocol, and are hereafter referred to as Young Peak ISI and Older Peak ISI, respectively.
Changes in MEP amplitude following iTMS are compared between ISIs, age groups and time points in Fig. 4 . While MEP amplitude did not vary over time (F 2,1411 = 1.1, P = 0.3), it was different between age groups (F 1,12 = 8.0, P = 0.02) and ISIs (F 1,477 = 4.5, P = 0.04). Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between all factors (F 2,1474 = 6.0, P = 0.003; Fig. 4 ). For young subjects, post hoc comparisons showed that MEP facilitation following iTMS was not different between ISIs at any time point (all P values > 0.1). For older subjects, there was no difference between ISIs at the 10 min time point after iTMS (P = 0.7), but MEP amplitude was significantly greater with the Older Peak ISI than the Young Peak ISI at both 20 min (P = 0.03) and 30 min (P < 0.0001). Comparisons between age groups found that MEP facilitation of the young group was significantly greater than the older group at both 10 min and 20 min time points, irrespective of ISI (all P values < 0.05). However, for the 30 min time point, although the response of young subjects was significantly greater than that of older subjects for the Young Peak ISI (P = 0.003), there was no difference between groups for the Older Peak ISI (P > 0.9). Results of one-sample t tests showed that all data were significantly different when compared to 100% (i.e. baseline; all P values < 0.05).
Discussion
The current study investigated age-related changes in I-wave characteristics and their contribution to TMS-induced plasticity in young and older adults. Using single pulse TMS in different coil orientations, we found that I-wave recruitment was similar between young and older adults. However, paired-pulse TMS-induced I-waves assessed though SICF showed an age-related shift in the temporal characteristics of the late facilitatory ISI ( 0 . 9 1 . 1 1 . 3 1 . 5 1 . 7 1 . 9 2 . 1 2 . 3 2 . 5 2 . 7 2 . 9 3 . 1 3 . 5 3 . 7 3 . 9 4 . 1 4 . 3 4 . 5 4 . 7 4 . 9 5 . 1 5 . 3 5 . 5 3 . 3 0 . 9 1 . 1 1 . 3 1 . 5 1 . 7 1 . 9 2 . 1 2 . 3 2 . 5 2 . 7 2 . 9 3 . 1 3 . 5 3 . 7 3 . 9 4 . 1 4 . 3 4 . 5 4 . 7 4 . 9 5 . 1 5 . 3 5 . 5 3 . 3
Figure 3. MEP peak characteristics from a 3 Gaussian model
Top panels show examples of the curves fitted to data from an individual young (A) and older (B) subject, with horizontal grey bars highlighting the location and duration of each MEP peak, derived from the modelled data. Bottom panels show group averages for the duration (C), onset (D), latency (E) and frequency (F) of the 3 MEP peaks in young (filled bars) and older (open bars) adults. Only subjects demonstrating 3 significant peaks were included in the analysis (13/15 young, 11/18 older). Error bars show standard error of the mean. # P < 0.05 compared to peak 1; † P < 0.05 compared to peaks 1 and 2; * P < 0.05 between groups.
peaks to longer latencies, in addition to an age-related reduction in the facilitatory interaction between I-waves. A second experiment using iTMS showed that these altered temporal dynamics influenced the TMS-induced motor cortex plasticity response in older adults.
I-wave recruitment is maintained in older adults
When MEP onset latency was compared between age groups, a delay of ß1.6 ms was identified in older adults. Given that this difference was consistent across coil orientations (Fig. 1A) , this delay most likely represents a reduction in conduction velocity along the corticospinal pathway that is commonly observed in the elderly (Taylor, 1984; Bouche et al. 1993; Metter et al. 1998) . Despite this discrepancy, both PA-LM and AP-LM differences, which are measures of I-wave recruitment efficiency (Hamada et al. 2013 ) that are independent of corticospinal conduction velocity, were similar between groups. In both young and old subjects, the shortest MEP onset latency was produced by LM stimulation, with the response to PA stimulation occurring ß1.7 ms later, whereas the response to AP stimulation was delayed by ß3.5-4 ms relative to LM (Figs 1B and C) . These values are consistent with a number of previous studies in young subjects (Sakai et al. 1997; Ni et al. 2011; Hamada et al. 2013; Cirillo & Byblow, 2016) and probably represent D-wave recruitment following LM, early I-wave recruitment following PA and late I-wave recruitment following AP in both subject groups. Taken together, these findings suggest that the preferential recruitment of interneuronal circuits activated when varying the direction of the cortical current induced by TMS (i.e. early vs. late I-waves) are similar between young and older adults.
The finding that there is no age-related change in I-wave recruitment (PA-LM and AP-LM differences) provides new information about the preferential activation of I-waves with TMS in older adults. However, it is important to highlight that the technique utilised here (involving changing the coil orientation to alter the current direction in the cortex) cannot differentiate between individual components of the corticospinal volley. It therefore remains possible that the ageing process may result in more subtle alterations to the descending volley that may not be identified using this methodological approach. Alternative methods to more precisely characterise age-related changes in the descending volley may be needed to confirm this finding, such as epidural recordings of the descending Figure 4 . Age-related differences in the response to iTMS using optimised and non-optimised ISIs Data show the average response of 7 young (filled bars) and 7 older (open bars) subjects to iTMS applied at interstimulus intervals corresponding to the third SICF peak of each group (young, filled bars; older, hashed bars). Peak latency was identified in Experiment 1. The dotted horizontal line represents baseline MEP amplitude and error bars show standard error of the mean. # P < 0.05 when compared to the same iTMS interval in older subjects; * P < 0.05.
volley in the spinal cord, or intramuscular recordings to detect single motor unit latencies during voluntary muscle activation, both of which are more invasive and technically demanding than the approach used in this study.
I-wave facilitation is altered in older adults
Application of SICF in young subjects resulted in three peaks of MEP facilitation at ISIs of approximately 1.4, 2.7 and 4.3 ms, values that closely match findings from previous studies that used identical stimulus parameters (Ziemann et al. 1998a; . These facilitatory effects are thought to be cortical in origin (Tokimura et al. 1996; Ziemann et al. 1998a; Di Lazzaro et al. 1999) , and to represent interactions between the excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) produced by application of conditioning and test stimulation within the interneuronal circuits responsible for I-wave generation (Ziemann & Rothwell, 2000; Hanajima et al. 2002) . Additionally, given that the SICF troughs occur at a periodicity that exceeds what could be expected following decay of the corticospinal EPSP, it is also likely that these peaks of facilitation are truncated by activation of intracortical inhibitory interneurons (Wagle-Shukla et al. 2009) .
Although the latency of the first peak in older subjects was identical to the young group, peaks 2 and 3 both showed a delayed onset, whereas peak 3 also showed a delayed latency in the older group ( Fig. 3D and E) . In addition, peak frequency was also reduced in the older subjects for the later peaks (Fig. 3F) . While SICF has been previously investigated in older adults (Clark et al. 2011) , this study was unable to adequately address age-related changes in the timing of optimum facilitation because only a single ISI was recorded for each peak (1.5, 2.5 and 4.5 ms), which was identified based on previous data from young subjects. Subsequently, our more precise assessment using a range of discrete (0.2 ms) intervals suggest that the ageing process results in a shift in the temporal dynamics of the late, but not early, SICF peaks to longer latencies. This longer latency cannot be due to the slowing of conduction along central (corticospinal) or peripheral nerves, because the MEP responses from paired-pulse TMS are expressed relative to a single TMS pulse, removing any effect of conduction velocity along the output pathway. Therefore, any age-related differences in latency between SICF peaks could only be ascribed to differences in conduction velocity within the cortical interneuron networks that are responsible for generating the I-waves. If a generalised conduction delay in older adults was responsible for this effect, the difference in latency between groups would be cumulative for successive peaks (e.g. peak 2 difference would be twice that of peak 1, peak 3 difference would be three times that of peak 1). However, this was not observed using the modelled data in our study (peak 1 difference: 0 ms, peak 2 difference: 0.12 ms, peak 3 difference: 0.58 ms; see Fig. 3E ). We therefore suggest that factors other than an age-related delay in conduction velocity of the interneurons generating the I-waves are contributing to this effect, with the interneuron circuits responsible for generating late I-waves demonstrating a particular impairment in older adults. Furthermore, these observations support suggestions that the early and late SICF peaks likely involve different mechanisms of action (Wagle-Shukla et al. 2009; Shirota et al. 2010; .
While the cause of this temporal shift is currently unclear, a number of factors may have contributed. For example, prolonged activation of the inhibitory circuits responsible for generating the SICF troughs could explain our observations. This may initially appear contradictory to a number of studies reporting that the ageing process does not affect GABAergic inhibition at short ISIs (i.e. short-interval intracortical inhibition, SICI; Wassermann, 2002; Oliviero et al. 2006; Rogasch et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2009; Cirillo et al. 2010 Cirillo et al. , 2011 . However, the inhibitory circuits mediating SICI, and those mediating the SICF troughs, are likely to be independent (Wagle-Shukla et al. 2009; Shirota et al. 2010) . Alternatively, an age-related change in the effect of stimulus intensity on peak onset (i.e. increased intensity results in reduced latency; Ziemann et al. 1998a; Delvendahl et al. 2014) could also be suggested, with older adults requiring greater intensities to produce facilitation at latencies comparable to young adults. However, this seems unlikely given that all peaks are modified by changes in stimulus intensity, whereas J Physiol 596.13 only the timing of the late SICF peaks was altered in older adults. It may also be possible that alterations at the subcortical level influenced our results, as recent studies have reported that factors within the spinal cord may contribute to the late but not early SICF peaks .
When examining the amplitude of the SICF peaks for all subjects, there was reduced facilitation of MEP amplitude at three broad ranges of ISIs in older adults (1.3-1.9 ms, 2.3-2.7 ms, 3.9-4.3 ms) that closely resemble I-wave latencies (Fig. 2B) , suggesting an age-related reduction in facilitatory interactions between I-waves. A single previous study using three ISIs (1.5, 2.5 and 4.5 ms) to assess age-related changes in SICF reported that older adults demonstrated greater facilitation at 1.5 ms, reduced facilitation at 2.5 ms and no change at 4.5 ms (Clark et al. 2011) . Our data support this previous finding for the two longer ISIs. In particular, the reduced facilitation at 2.5 ms in older adults is positively correlated with manual dexterity (Clark et al. 2011) . Furthermore, modulation of SICF with an ISI of 2.5 ms during grasp preparation has also been shown to predict muscle activity used during the task (Cattaneo et al. 2005) . These findings suggest that the second SICF peak may have some functional relevance. In addition, we also show no age-related difference in SICF at 4.5 ms. However, our data show that this is due to a temporal shift in the third SICF peak to longer latencies in older adults, and demonstrates that it can be misleading to compare individual SICF peaks between different groups using a single ISI. Nonetheless, our finding of reduced SICF at 1.5 ms in older adults is in contrast to the increased SICF observed previously (Clark et al. 2011) . It is currently unclear how to reconcile these divergent findings for the first SICF peak, but our data show a similar peak onset, latency and duration for young and old adults, suggesting that a lack of ISI precision does not account for this discrepancy.
A number of factors may have contributed to the reduced I-wave facilitation that we observed in older subjects. For example, the amplitude of the TMS-induced corticospinal EPSP has been previously reported to be reduced in older adults (Eisen et al. 1996) , which could result in reduced summation between I-waves. Alternatively, age-related changes in signal propagation (Taylor, 1984) could result in a dispersed (more variable) descending volley that produces less efficient EPSP summation, leading to reduced recruitment of spinal motoneurons and a smaller MEP. However, one potential outcome of this would be a broadening of the SICF peaks, which was not observed here. Furthermore, given that facilitation increases in response to higher intensity conditioning stimuli (Wagle-Shukla et al. 2009) , it may be possible that SICF recruitment gain is reduced in older adults. However, we only assessed SICF at one conditioning intensity (90% RMT), and a range of conditioning intensities would be needed to confirm this notion. Finally, as SICF peaks are heavily influenced by GABAergic inhibition (Ziemann et al. 1998b; Wagle-Shukla et al. 2009; Shirota et al. 2010) , reductions in peak amplitude may reflect an age-related increase in intracortical inhibitory circuits that are distinct from those mediating SICI.
Age-related I-wave alterations influence plasticity induction in older adults
A growing literature suggests that the ability of TMS to induce neuroplastic changes in cortical excitability is reduced in the elderly (Müller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008; Fathi et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2010; Freitas et al. 2011) . The prevailing view has been that this reduced plasticity in older adults is due to age-related declines in the intrinsic mechanisms of synaptic plasticity (e.g. Müller-Dahlhaus et al. 2008; Todd et al. 2010) . However, emerging evidence now suggests that the way in which TMS recruits I-waves in the corticospinal tract predicts the ability of NIBS interventions to induce LTP-or LTD-like plasticity (Cash et al. 2009 (Cash et al. , 2013 Thickbroom, 2011; Hamada et al. 2013) . Consequently, the age-related changes in paired-pulse TMS measures of I-wave interactions reported here may provide an alternative explanation for the declines in NIBS-induced plasticity commonly observed in the elderly. In particular, the altered periodicity of the late SICF peaks could suggest an age-related shift in the preferred temporal dynamics of the late I-waves. Given that the timing of the neuronal activation required to induce neuroplastic change is tightly regulated (Dan & Poo, 2004) , such a shift may be sufficient to ensure that the frequency of activation that is effective in young subjects is not optimal in older subjects.
As a test of this hypothesis, we used iTMS to strengthen late I-wave circuits in young and older adults. In both subject groups, we used an ISI that corresponded to the third peak of the SICF curve in young (4.1 ms) and older subjects (4.9 ms). Based on previous studies that have optimised the ISI for iTMS (Sewerin et al. 2011; Long et al. 2017) , the expectation was that MEP amplitude would be facilitated at both intervals for young subjects, because they both produce facilitation in the SICF curve. In contrast, older adults would exhibit potentiation of MEP amplitude only at the longer ISI (4.9 ms), because the shorter ISI was located in a SICF trough where no facilitation was evident (see Fig. 2B ). The outcomes from our iTMS experiment support this hypothesis. There was MEP facilitation in young adults at both ISIs tested, whereas MEP facilitation was only seen in older subjects when the iTMS interval was adjusted to compensate for the delayed dynamics of the third SICF peak (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the short ISI that was optimal for young subjects (Young Peak, 4.1 ms) produced MEP facilitation in the young group but MEP depression in older adults. Therefore, TMS-induced plasticity deficits with advancing age may, in part, be attributed to suboptimal interventional parameters in older adults. Subsequently, our findings suggest that interventions that are optimised for I-wave activation are likely to be more effective at inducing motor cortex plasticity in older adults.
While optimised iTMS was able to produce MEP facilitation in older adults, this response only became apparent at the 30 min time point, whereas facilitation was immediate in young subjects. A similar delay has also been observed following anodal transcranial direct current stimulation in older adults (Fujiyama et al. 2014) . The reason for this delay in the plasticity response is currently unknown, but may be due to an age-related deterioration of the cellular processes that contribute to LTP in the ageing brain (Barnes, 2003) . However, when the iTMS interval was optimised for young and older adults, the magnitude of MEP facilitation was similar between the two groups at the 30 min time point. This suggests that the plastic capacity of the motor cortex may be preserved in the elderly, but the cellular process that contribute to the plasticity response may be less efficient, resulting in the delayed facilitation. An alternative possibility for the delay in older adults may result from using the SICF peak that was averaged over all subjects, with evidence suggesting that it may be possible to further optimise the response when using I-wave intervals from each subject (Sewerin et al. 2011) . To better understand the role of interneuron networks in any age-related differences in the capacity, time course and maintenance of the plasticity response in the ageing brain, future work investigating individualised ISIs and longer follow-out periods will be an important extension of this study.
In conclusion, the current study investigated age-related changes in I-wave characteristics and whether they contribute to the impaired plasticity response in older adults. Our results suggest that while I-wave recruitment is maintained with age, older adults demonstrate reduced facilitatory interactions between I-waves, in addition to a temporal shift of the late I-waves to longer latencies. Furthermore, the response to a plasticity intervention based on late I-wave activation in young subjects was reduced in older subjects. However, a more effective response was recorded in older subjects when the intervention was adjusted to suit their delayed late I-wave characteristics. Subsequently, the interneuronal circuits activated by TMS, particularly those responsible for generating late I-waves, appear to be altered by the ageing process, and these changes could contribute to the TMS-induced plasticity deficits often reported in older adults. These findings suggest that it is possible to improve the efficacy of plasticity inducing protocols in older adults by modifying neuroplastic interventions to accommodate age-related changes in cortical interneuronal activation.
